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Abstract. In this paper we present the advantages and possibilities of
a modular test platform for the evaluation of security protocols in NFC
applications. Furthermore, we also depict some practical implementation
results of this modular system. The scope of the platform is to provide a
highly modular system. Adding or removing certain functionality can be
done without the need of rebuilding the entire system. Security measures
in hardware as well as software can be tested and evaluated with this
platform. It can serve as a basis for a broad range of security related
applications, NFC being our domain of interest, but even so in other
domains.
Keywords: NFC, Smart Card, FPGA, Test Platform, Security
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Introduction

Near Field Communication (NFC) is a rapidly emerging technology that enables the setup of a wireless connection between electronic devices over a short
distance, in a secure and intuitive way. This technology is gaining more and
more popularity every day [1]. New developed applications, ranging from mobile
payments and ticketing [2, 3] to advanced access control [4, 5], require enhanced
security measures. To quickly develop hardware support for security and to test
and evaluate the impact of these security measures, a test platform can be of
great value.
We developed a platform that offers flexibility, modularity, reliability and
reduced development time. With the system described in this paper, a wide scope
of hardware and software, to support security protocols for NFC applications, can
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be tested and evaluated. Though primarily developed for NFC applications, the
platform can be easily modified to cope with other communication technologies.
At this moment, the core components of an FPGA-based test platform are
built. A kernel is running on the FPGA’s embedded processor and there’s the
ability to run multiple threads within this kernel. Currently three system services are finished. A logging service is used in order to monitor all system and
application events; another service is responsible for the NFC communication
and finally a web server is used for remote connections to the system. With respect to the security side of the test platform, an AES [6, 7] cryptographic core
(hardware) is implemented and has proven its reliability. Further development
and integration of security and interface modules on the platform is ongoing.
In the next chapters we discuss the technical aspects of a modular test platform. First, in section 2, we provide some background about NFC and security
within NFC. Then, in section 3, we talk about the advantages and the possibilities of a modular test platform and we clarify the choices made in the
development of our system. In section 4, a more thorough discussion the current
status of our platform is presented, whereas section 5 highlights some remarkable results. Finally, in section 6, we state some conclusions and we present our
objectives for the future.

2

NFC and Security

Near Field Communication is a short range, wireless connectivity technology that
allows a fast, short range, bidirectional communication between two electronic
devices. This technology is based on the RFID4 technology and works on the
same communication frequency of 13.56 MHz (HF). The NFC technology is
standardized under the ISO/IEC 18092 (NFCIP-1) and ISO/IEC 21481(NFCIP2) standards and it is backward compatible with other wireless communication
Protocols such as Mifare (NXP, ISO 14443-A) and Felica (Sony, ISO 14443-B).
Using NFC technology, consumers can perform contactless payments and
transactions, access digital content and share data between NFC-enabled devices, all with just one simple touch 5 . NFC is also typically used to setup communication of other wireless protocols with a higher bandwidth, such as WiFi
and Bluetooth [8].
Typical security threats for NFC, as described in [8] en [9], are Eavesdropping, Data Modification, Relay Attack or the more general Man-in-the-middle
attack, even though chances for the latter are low due to the RF characteristics
and short distance of NFC communication [10]. This implies that the setup of
a secured channel is quite easy. Ensuring entity and data authentication further
decreases the risk of most attacks. Once the secured channel is established, dedicated cryptographic algorithms should be used to further fulfill the needs of the
application (e.g. a ticketing or payment application). Security algorithms can be
built in hardware or software, depending on the requirements.
4
5

Radio Frequency Identification
NFC jargon, meaning two devices are brought into each others proximity
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The Modular Test Platform

If we want to develop a test platform for secure NFC applications, we can state
several system requirements: modularity in hardware as well as in software, support for security and several debugging and interfacing options. As an extra
feature for our platform we also opted for a network connection. The main reason for this is, that a network connection (like Ethernet) is of great surplus value
for a lot of applications (e.g. access control). Another advantage is that the platform can be accessed and monitored remotely (e.g. for field testing). With these
requirements in mind, we can make a general description of the platform.
First of all the required security policies need to be supported by the lowest
level in the design, i.e. the hardware [11]. This means that the proper countermeasures against hardware attacks need to be taken. The Side-Channel Analysis
Attacks (SCA) are especially dangerous because they exploit the characteristics of the hardware design to extract the secret parameters. In [12], a number
of possible attacks on hardware implementations are described. Today’s secure
hardware should be resistant to (Differential) Power Analysis (DPA) [13, 15],
Timing Analysis (TA) [14] and Electromagnetic Attacks [15]. We will not go
into detail about this, but it should be taken into account when designing the
security-related hardware and software.
For easy (and fast) prototyping, modularity and expandability of the base
design is required. We are designing a test platform so if we want to add or
remove a certain functionality, it is preferable that this can be done without
the need to redesign the entire system. By building the system out of several
blocks, adding or removing functionality, in hardware as well as in software, can
be done easily. In hardware we implement a bus structure (Fig. 1). The bus
forms the backbone where all the other hardware blocks are attached to. Each
hardware block is responsible for a designated task, e.g. memory management,
interrupt handling, cryptographic operations, etc. A controller or processor will
be used to control the hardware. Instead of working with a single application or
thread, we choose to deploy an Operating System (OS). This further increases
the flexibility and makes it more easy to add applications (in the form of threads)
to the system. Furthermore, it enables the software designers to write code on a
more abstract level, rather than having to know the underlying hardware.
A last topic is the need for I/O-functionality. In our case we need at least
an NFC connection and an Internet connection, but several other interfaces can
prove useful when using the test platform: USB or compact flash for logging, a
display, I2 C, etc. It is clear that this architecture can be used in several other
applications where testing of security measures is involved. A change of interface
(e.g. a GPRS connection instead of NFC) can be done easily because of the
modularity of the design.

4

The Platform in Detail

In figure 1, the block diagram of the modular test platform is shown. The heart
of the system is an FPGA. We have opted to work with an FPGA because of its
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flexibility and the rapid development results. In practice, we use a Virtex II Pro
Development System 6 . The Virtex II Pro FPGA has two embedded PowerPC’s
and enough configurable logic to implement the crypto cores, memory controllers
and I/O controllers. The development board provides the necessary hardware to
implement a complete system (RAM, Flash, Ethernet PHY, RS-232, etc.) and
to expand it using the several I/O connectors.
By using a Hardware Description Language (HDL), we can customize the
system to our needs. Every component can be described separately and added
to or removed from the system when necessary. Because of the bus structure,
adding hardware that has been previously described in HDL (e.g. a cryptographic
core) is quite a straight-forward thing to do. As an example, we implemented an
AES-128 (ECB) core.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the modular test platform

The two PowerPC’s of the Virtex II Pro are hard core processors. Of course,
a soft core processor (described in HDL) could be used as well. As stated in
section 3, we choose to work with an operating system. On top of the embedded
processor, a kernel is running. We use the Xilkernel [16] on our system. It is fully
functional on our platform, outfitted with the necessary hardware drivers and
provides threading support under the form of POSIX threads.
For the NFC communication, we use an NFC development kit [17]. This kit
has been chosen because it supports several protocols (e.g. Mifare, Felica), but
6

Documentation at: http://www.xilinx.com/products/devkits/XUPV2P.htm.
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it also supports both modes of NFC operation: initiator mode and target mode.
The NFC development kit communicates with the FPGA over RS-232.
Several other interface controllers have been implemented. Most notably a
JTAG debug module for programming and debugging the processor over a USB
connection and an I2 C controller. The latter is used to interface with a Real-Time
Clock (RTC). Another important interface controller is the Ethernet controller
(depicted separately in Fig. 1). A special thread is responsible for implementing the web server. In this way, remote connections to the test platform are
supported. The web server is able to handle HTTP requests as well as manage
single TCP connections. TLS [18] is used to protect the TCP connections.
In a test platform as presented here, it is a great asset if there is a service that
logs all system and application events that occur. Therefore, a so called logging
service has been written. This service makes a chronological registration of all
events that occur, together with the date and time (by using the RTC). The
logging records are directly written to a Compact Flash memory. The records
on the Compact Flash card can be read on a PC, so the system design engineer
can track which events did or did not occur, where an application crashes, how
long it takes to complete a certain operation, etc.

5

Results

A first practical result is the fact that the TCP/IP stack takes in a lot of processing time. We even noticed that increasing the activity of other processes,
results in timing failure of TCP/IP-related threads. Even more, the TCP/IP
stack7 intertwines with the kernel in such a manner that the POSIX API is lost.
Therefore we have chosen to reserve one processor for the web server and another
processor for the rest of the functionality. In this way, the web server threads
are not interrupted by other processor or interrupt signals, which increases the
stability of the network application. Communication between the two processors
can be done by using shared memory or a hardware mailbox8 . It is clear that dividing the functionality over the two processors, helps to control the complexity
of the system. Furthermore increases the modularity of the system, because the
web-part can easily be omitted now. This can be interesting when developing an
off-line terminal or stand-alone platform.
As a next result we would like to present the time needed to develop an NFC
application. We have chosen to implement an existing protocol, developed by
the MSEC research group9 . It uses an NFC enabled smart card and a terminal.
The smart card can log on to the terminal if it’s ID is in the database. As a
protection against eavesdropping, the ID is encrypted using AES-128. To protect
the Master Secret Key (MK) and to randomize the encrypted ID, a Session Key
7
8
9

We use the lwIP, an open-source lightweight TCP/IP stack
Both are supported by the Xilinx design tools
www.msec.be
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(SK) is generated based on two random challenges. The protocol is depicted in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Secure NFC ID interchange protocol developed by MSEC

One can see that the protocol involves some NFC data transactions and
some AES operations. Because of the available API for both the NFC hardware
as for the AES core and with the use of a library with NFC commands, the
development of this application took a few hours (1 workday). It is clear that
minor changes in the protocol can easily be implemented and evaluated in short
period of time.

6

Conclusions

In this article, we described the development of a test and development platform
for NFC applications. We highlighted the design choices and commented on the
elaborated parts. As explained in the previous paragraphs the modularity of our
platform has several advantages. From a hardware point-of-view, it is straightforward to add new cores. Even more, they can be compared with other cores
or with an approach in software. Using an OS, further eases the work for the
software design engineer. This makes this platform extremely fit for testing the
performance of different approaches of implementing a protocol, as well as an
ideal tool for quick prototyping and evaluating the feasibility of new protocols.
For the next period, we will test and implement new cryptographic cores
(e.g. a cryptographic hash function) to further expand the hardware capabilities
of the system. Another focus will be on the evaluation of new protocols and
applications.
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